PRIMARY DEVIATIONS

A. WOOD-DESTROYING ORGANISM CONTROL

1. Property owner or authorized agent not furnished a written agreement signed by licensee or his authorized agent before treatment is started and licensee does not have copy of said agreement. See Rule .0601 and .0605.
2. Active subterranean termites present in any part of the building(s) covered by the agreement or on anything in contact with the building(s) after 30 days from the original treatment date or anytime thereafter as long as agreement remains effective; Except that, an infestation shall be considered a minor deviation provided no other deviation contributed to or caused the infestation. See Rule .0101 (a) (2) and (3).
3. Access opening not provided to permit inspection of basement or crawl space area and property owner not furnished waiver on same. See Rule .0503 (a) (1), and .0503 (b) (3), and .0603 (a).
4. Multiple masonry foundation or bearing wall not drilled and property owner not furnished waiver on same. See Rule .0503 (a) (6), and .0503 (b) (3), and .0603 (a).
5. Concrete slab over dirt-filled area not drilled (through slab or through foundation wall of slab) and property owner not furnished waiver on same. See Rule .0503 (a) (8), and .0503 (b) (3), and .0603 (a).

B. HOUSEHOLD PEST CONTROL

1. Covered bait station used for acutely toxic rodenticidal bait not locked and marked as specified. See Rule .0701 (b).

C. FUMIGATION:

1. Warning signs not installed as specified. See Rule .0801 (d) and (e), and .0810 (b), and .0812 (d).
2. Guards not posted as specified. See Rule .0810 © (1-5).
D. APPLICABLE TO ALL INSPECTION TYPES:

1. Any violation of “Public Safety: Storage and Handling of Containers.” See Rule .0401 (a)–(d).
2. Pesticide container not labeled. See Rule .0402 (a) and (b).
3. Failure to follow directions on pesticide label. See Rule .0101 (b)(1) and (2); .0405(a) and (b).

* Failure to follow any Committee rule, regulation, or statutory requirement, excluding items listed above, is a secondary deviation and will be handled in accordance with Section .1103 (a) and (b) of the Committee rules and regulations.